Grazie

®

Tandem Seating

featuring the true ergonomics of Perfect Pivot™

Grazie® Tandem Seating
Ideal for high-traffic waiting and public
areas, Grazie tandem seating
combines unparalleled comfort and
beam-mounted convenience.
Designed by Giancarlo Piretti, Grazie
tandem seating has a patented Perfect
Pivot™ design that mirrors natural
body dynamics to encourage
movement and relaxation for a more
comfortable wait. Grazie tandem
seating is also easy to clean, easy to
install, and withstands rigorous use.
Grazie tandem’s adaptable elements
let you create multiple seating
arrangements to fit your space.
Seats, in-line tables, and corner tables
combine to form straight, L-shape, or
U-shape configurations. Select
armless, end arms only or all arms.

DISTINCTLY DIFFERENT. REMARKABLY VERSATILE.

Specifications
2 units armless or with arms: 44.5W
3 units armless or with arms: 66.5W
4 units armless: 86W
4 units with arms: 92.5W
5 units armless: 107W
5 units with arms: 116W
Seat: 18-1/2W 18-15/16D 17H
Table: 20W 20D 17H
Corner Table: 30W 30D 17H
Armless

End Arm Only
Designed by Giancarlo Piretti,
Perfect Pivot is a patented,
frictionless mechanism that
exactly mirrors your natural
body movement, creating the
ultimate in sitting comfort.

Contoured back provides
support and flexes sideways –
twisting when you twist.
Contoured seat delivers a
conforming, comfortable,
long-term sit.

Style and color options abound.
Unique, high-design translucent
backs make a statement. Or
choose all-poly seats in neutral
or bright colors for hard-use
areas. For a more refined look,
seats are also available with seat
and/or back upholstery in Pallas,
KI in-grade, or COM fabrics.
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